Get Started On A Series!

A is for Amber
   J Easy Danzinger (Realistic Fic, Humor)
Amelia Bedelia
   J Easy Parish (Humor)
Biscuit
   J Easy Capucilli (Animals)
Fox
   J Easy Marshall (Animals)
Good Knight
   J Easy Thomas (Fantasy)
Gus and Grandpa
   J Easy Mills (Realistic Fiction)
Henry and Mudge
   J Easy Rylant (Dogs)
High Rise Private Eyes
   J Easy Rylant (Mystery)
Little Bear
   J Easy Minarik (Animals)
Little House
   J Easy Wilder (Historical Fiction)
Loudmouth George
   J Easy Carson (Realistic Fiction)
Mr. Putter and Tabby
   J Easy Rylant (Cats)
Mud Flat
   J Easy Stevenson (Animals)
Nate the Great
   J Easy Sharmat (Mystery)
Peggy the Pig
   J Easy Thiesing (Animals)
Peter's Neighborhood
   J Easy Suen (Realistic Fiction)
Pinky & Rex
   J Easy Howe (Realistic Fiction)
Turtle and Snake
   J Easy Spohn (Animals)
Twins
   J Easy Weiss (Realistic Fiction)
Young Cam Jansen
   J Easy Adler (Mystery)

Step Up Into A Series!

Abracadabra!
   J Fic Lerangis (Fantasy, Mystery)
Amazing Days of Abby Hayes
   J Fic Mazur (Realistic Fiction)
Arthur
   J Fic Krensky (Realistic Fiction)
Bailey School Kids
   J Fic Daday (Realistic Fiction)
Black Lagoon
   J Fic Thaler (Fantasy)
Cobblestreet Cousins
   J Fic Rylant (Realistic Fiction)
The Doug Chronicles
   J Fic Doug Chronicles (Realistic Fiction)
Dragon Slayers Academy
   J Fic McMullan (Fantasy)
Geronimo Stilton
   J Fic Stilton (Fantasy, Animals)
Ghostville Elementary
   J Fic Jones (Science Fiction)
Here Comes the Brownies
   J Fic Here (Realistic Fiction)
The Lighthouse Family
   J Fic Rylant (Fantasy)
Marvin Redpost
   J Fic Sachar (Fantasy)
Maximum Boy
   J Fic Greenburg (Fantasy)
My Weird School
   J Fic Gutman (Realistic Fic, Humor)
Pee Wee Scouts
   J Fic Delton (Realistic Fiction)
Polk Street School
   J Fic Giff (Realistic Fiction)
Secrets of Droon
   J Fic Abbott (Science Fiction)
The Zack Files
   J Fic Greenburg (Fantasy)
Time Warp Trio
   J Fic Scieszka (Fantasy)

Clue Into A Mystery!

A to Z Mysteries
   J Mystery Roy
American Girl Mysteries
   J Mystery American Girl
Bobsey Twins
   J Mystery Hope
Brian and Pea Brain Mysteries
   J Mystery Levy
Cam Jansen
   J Mystery Adler
Chet Gecko Mysteries
   J Mystery Adler
Cul-de-sac Kids
   J Mystery Lewis
Encyclopedia Brown
   J Mystery Sobol (Realistic Fiction)
Hardy Boys
   J Mystery Dixon
History Mysteries (American Girls)
   J Mystery History Mysteries
Jigsaw Jones Mysteries
   J Mystery Preller
LC and the Critter Kids
   J Mystery Mayer (Animals)
Mandie Mysteries
   J Mystery Leppard
McGurk Mysteries
   J Mystery Hildick
Nancy Drew
   J Mystery Keene
Polka Dot Private Eye
   J Mystery Giff
Sugar Creek Gang
   J Mystery Hutchens
Three Cousins Detective Club
   J Mystery Murphy
Trixie Belden
   J Mystery Campbell
Get Serious About a Series!

Get Hooked

Super Series
For Kids

Mrs. Piggle Wiggle
    J Fic MacDonald (Fantasy)
Pippi Longstocking
    J Fic Lindgren (Fantasy)
Pony Pals
    J Fic Betancourt (Animals)
Princess Tales
    J Fic Levine (Fantasy)
Ramona
    J Fic Cleary (Realistic Fiction)
Replica
    J Fic Kaye (Science Fiction)
Robot City
    J Fic Asimov (Science Fiction)
Royal Diaries
    J Fic Royal Diaries (Historical Fiction)
Saddle Club
    J Fic Bryant (Animals)
Seventh Tower
    J Fic Nix (Science Fiction)
Soup
    J Fic Peck (Realistic Fiction)
Sports
    J Fic Christopher (Sports)
Spyderwick Chronicles
    J Fic DiTerlizzi (Fantasy)
Start Wars Jedi Apprentice
    J Fic Star Wars J.A. (Science Fiction)
Tales from the Odyssey
    J Fic Osbourne (Science Fiction)
Wayside School
    J Fic Sachar (Humor)
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